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Dear Puzzle Fan,
Welcome to the All Jigsaw Puzzles Autumn 
Catalogue 2017. We have a wonderful range of 
Jigsaw Puzzles across our website, with great 
offers, limited editions and amazing collections. 
With over 1500 Jigsaw Puzzles on our store, we’re 
sure you will find the perfect puzzle for you or a 
gift for someone this Christmas. 

We want to ensure your shopping experience with 
us is the best it can be, which is why we have our 
friendly customer services team ready to help. 

To place your order, you can do the following:

           Visit our website – it’s quick and easy to use! 

           Give us a call and speak to our lovely  
           customer services team.

Details for these can be found at the bottom of 
this page. 

For more information, you can also reach us via 
our Facebook page. To ensure you don’t miss out 
on great offers and our latest news, why not sign 
up to our weekly e-newsletter by entering your 
e-mail address in to the form at the bottom of our 
website. We hope you find what you are looking 
for and get to take advantage of the amazing 
offers we are giving for the festive season.

Happy Puzzling!

Dani @ All Jigsaw Puzzles

P.S. Have a look at my favourite 
puzzle, ‘Gamekeeper’s Cottage’, 
on page 14.

All Jigsaw Puzzles

Contact Us:

alljigsawpuzzles

Unit 4A Hatherleigh Industrial Estate, 
Holsworthy Road, Hatherleigh, Devon 
EX20 3LP

01837 811 317

help@alljigsawpuzzles.co.uk@
alljigsawpuzzles.co.uk

Great Service and Low Prices – Guaranteed:
Quite simply, we want you to be thrilled and 
delighted so you tell all your friends about us. We 
want you to love your jigsaws and keep coming 
back. That’s why we’re happy to guarantee that 
you’ll be happy with your purchase.

Free Delivery: Spend just £15.00 and delivery is 
Free - perfect!

Fast Delivery: Order by 1:30pm and you could 
receive your order within 1 working day. All 
standard orders are dispatched within 1 working 
day (often the same day). Personalised orders take 
a little longer. But rest assured you can get your 
order delivered fast, often using a next day courier. 

Our Guarantee

Welcome to the All Jigsaw Puzzles Autumn Catalogue 2017 
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Special Offers
Buy Christmas at Chaos 
Farm and Christmas at 

Chaos House 

GET ONE  
HALF PRICE

see page 7

Buy Sheep in Shade 
and Jolie Vache 

GET ONE  
50% OFF

see page 14

Buy all 4 of Mike Jupp’s 
Party Animals 

GET ONE  
FREE!

see page 15

Go to page 6  
for a FABULOUSLY 
FESTIVE OFFER!

Get £5 OFF  
the Puzzle Snug

see the enclosed leaflet 
for this offer and more 

accessories



Gardening World Winter  £12.99
A heartwarming scene of a family enjoying the 
garden in the winter. Grandad is hard at work on 
the vegetable patch whilst the little one tries to 
copy! 19755  1000 pieces

Colin Thompson The Music Castle  £9.99
A fantastic puzzle for music lovers! Full of classic 
instruments in an unusual castle scene.  
14779  500 pieces

Autumn House  £12.99
A stunning work of art showing 
us the autumnal activities taking 
place at this charming house. 
G6223  1000 pieces 
G3524  500 XL pieces
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NEW



Mike Jupp ‘Giant’ – from £9.99
This stunning wartime illustration was created by 
Mike Jupp and is available exclusively from All 
Jigsaw Puzzles.  
AJP10630  1000 pieces £12.99 
AJP10629  500 pieces £9.99

Up and Away  £13.99  
A striking nostalgic scene of a beautifully sunny 
1940s hot air balloon festival. 11189  1000 pieces

Snow in London City  £13.99
Snowy Canon Street in London featuring iconic 
London Buses, a classic mini cooper and St Pauls 
cathedral in the distance. 11192  1000 pieces

Mousehole, Cornwall  £13.99
This eye-catching puzzle image illustrates a beautiful 
summer’s day in the tranquil fishing village of 
Mousehole in Cornwall. 11186  1000 pieces

Pleasant Pastures  £12.99
A set of two gorgeous puzzles that will awaken 
memories of summers gone by in the countryside. 
14052  2 x 500 pieces

Exclusive
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NEW



The Christmas Scramble  
by Mike Jupp  – from £9.99
A comical festive frenzy created by Mike Jupp 
- exclusively for All Jigsaw Puzzles! Which 
Santa will get to the sleigh first? It’s a close call! 
AJP10544  1000 pieces £12.99 
AJP10543  500 pieces £9.99

A Dickensian Yuletide - Ambler  £12.99
Bah Humbug! This comical Christmas scene 
features well known characters from Charles 
Dickens. AJP10473  1000 pieces

Tudor Christmas - Ambler 2017  £12.99
Go back in time in this hilarious jigsaw where a lot 
of people have lost their head…  
AJP10563  1000 pieces

Wasgij 13 Christmas: Turkey’s Delight  
£12.99
Figure out what festive mayhem is taking place in 
this Wasgij Christmas special. The snowman looks 
quite shocked! J19148  2 x 1000 pieces

Wasgij 12 Christmas: The Big Turn On  £12.99
What are these festive revellers so in shock about? 
Find out by piecing together the answer to this 
hilarious scene.  19131  2 x 1000 pieces

FREE puzzle included
FREE puzzle included

Spend over £25 and get this 

HALF PRICE
go to back cover for details
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Christmas

NEW



Chaos at Christmas Tree Farm – from £9.99
A yeti has been mistaken as a Christmas tree and 
a giant snowball containing a skiier is heading 
straight for the yard… Pure chaos has unfolded in 
this comical scene!  
AJP10552  1000 pieces £12.99 
AJP10551  500 pieces £9.99

Chaos at Christmas Lunch – from £9.99
Christmas lunch tends not to go as planned in most 
households, however in this chaotic scene it really 
has gone awry. This hilarious jigsaw puzzle will 
provide fantastic entertainment this Christmas!  
AJP10554  1000 pieces £12.99 
AJP10553  500 pieces £9.99

Christmas at Chaos Farm  £12.99
Santa’s lost his sleigh, a skiier has gone more 
than off piste and rudolph is careering down the 
slope in a giant snowball.  
AJP10407  1000 pieces

Christmas at Chaos House  £12.99
Santa’s had one too many in this Christmas scene. 
Meanwhile, a burglar is trying to steal his presents 
and there’s a bat on the loose!  
AJP10468  1000 pieces

Christmas Chaos at Turkey Farm  
£12.99
There are some rather unusual turkeys in this 
bunch! This hilarious design from our Chaos 
range is full of detail and a great challenge to 
piece together.  
AJP10469  1000 pieces

Find even more ‘Chaos’ 
puzzles on page 13

Buy Christmas at Chaos 
Farm and Christmas at 

Chaos House and get one 

HALF PRICE

NEW NEW
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Christmas Exclusives



 

Santa’s Helpers 2 x 1000  £12.99
Santa and the elves get ready for a busy night 
ahead delivering Christmas Presents. Includes a 
FREE 1000 piece puzzle inside.  
11182  2 x 1000 pieces

Magic of Christmas  £19.99
Bright lights and Christmas trees surround happy 
families enjoying a spot of late night shopping. 
G5046  4 x 500 pieces

Family Christmas Shop  £9.99
A family trip to the shop to buy important 
Christmas supplies, including the tree of course! 
G2214  100 XXL pieces

The Poet’s Cottage  £12.99
This cosy cottage looks like the perfect place to 
spend a winter’s eve.  11133  1000 pieces

FREE puzzle included

Limited Edition

Christmas Eve in New York  £13.99 
We all have a wonderful image of Christmas in 
NYC and this image depicts this perfectly. A horse 
and cart makes it’s way through Central Park 
under a moonlit sky.  
EG60000915  1000 pieces
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Christmas



Village Christmas Tree  £12.99
Children playfully throw snowballs around the 
grand Christmas Tree as the moon lights the way.  
G6224  1000 pieces

The Christmas Journey  £7.99
The sleigh is full of presents ready to be delivered, 
Santa just needs to plan his route! 11173  200 XL pieces

Christmas Snooze  £9.99
This little pup has had too much Christmas 
excitement for one day and decides to take a nap 
by the cosy log fire. G1114  150 pieces

Sarah Adams’ Robin’s Watch  £10.99
A robin watches over this quaint Christmas scene, 
full of laughter and cheer.  G4041  636 pieces

All Ready for Christmas  £12.99
This gorgeous Limited Edition Jigsaw Puzzle is 
a great way to get in to the festive spirit and it 
includes a FREE 1000 piece Christmas Jigsaw 
Puzzle. 11122  2 x 1000 pieces

Christmas Santa’s Sleigh  £10.99
Santa rides his sleigh over a winter wonderland as 
his trusty reindeers lead the way. 5601  1000 pieces

FREE puzzle included

Limited Edition
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Christmas



Vintage Santas  £19.99
A nostalgic montage of Santa with his fluffy white 
beard and famous red suit.  18589  2000 pieces

Which One’s Santa  £13.99
A beautiful christmas scene full of Santas but 
which is the real one? 19773  1000 pieces

Limited Edition

Limited Edition
Wrapped Up for Christmas  £14.99
The excitement for Christmas is building in this 
snowy scene full of twinkling lights and happy 
faces. G2017  1000 pieces

Find more festive puzzles at alljigsawpuzzles.co.uk

NEW
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Christmas



Winter in Paris  £9.99
A notastagic view of Paris on a snowy Winters 
eve. The warm lights of the Eiffel Tower light up 
the snow filled sky.  14741  500 pieces

Christmas Cottage  £13.99
Relax with this cosy Christmas Jigsaw  
Puzzle that the whole family can enjoy.  
 EG60000790  1000 pieces

Seasonal Cheer  £13.99
A festive image from Steve Crisp of children, couples 
and families wrapped up warm, as they enjoy playing 
in the snow and having a catch-up while shopping for 
their groceries. 11191  1000 pieces

The Writer’s Cottage  £13.99
This cottage gives a heart-warming feeling, with 
soft lights glowing from it’s windows and smoke 
rising from the chimney, you get the sense it’ll be 
extremely cosy inside. 11187  1000 pieces

Santa’s Christmas Party  £13.99
Santa, Mrs Claus, the reindeer and the elves 
gather for some festive cheer at the Christmas 
party.  19660  1000 pieces

December Shopping  £10.99
A picturesque winter scene of a family who have 
gathered together at the family home after a long 
snowy day shopping. 11184  500 pieces

NEW NEW

Limited Edition

NEW
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Christmas



The Scream – from £9.99
Piece together this famous painting from 
Edvard Munch.  
AJP10510  1000 pieces £12.99 
AJP10509  500 pieces £9.99

The Kiss – from £9.99
This absract piece of art is a great challenge to 
put together.  
AJP10508  1000 pieces £12.99 
AJP10507  500 pieces £9.99

Café Terrace at Night – from £9.99
A famous painting from Van Gogh available in 
our Artists collection.  
AJP10496  1000 pieces £12.99 
AJP10495  500 pieces £9.99

Potash Evaporation Ponds USA  £9.99
A striking image - it’s hard to believe this isn’t a 
painting! AJP10438  500 pieces

Venice, Italy  £9.99
A stunning green canal weaves through the 
romantic city of venice… AJP10436  500 pieces

Tulip Fields, Netherlands  £9.99
An amazing aerial image of the Tuilp Fields in the 
Netherlands AJP10437  500 pieces

Art Awesome aerials
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Exclusives – Art & Awesome Aerials



Chaos at the Movies – from £9.99
Hollywood isn’t as glamourous as they say based 
on this scene of Chaos!  
AJP10550  1000 pieces £12.99 
AJP10549  500 pieces £9.99

Back to School Chaos – from £9.99
Madness has taken over as the kids arrive back 
to school…  
AJP10548  1000 pieces £12.99 
AJP10547  500 pieces £9.99

Chaos at the Village Fair – from £9.99
Not quite the quaint village fair you would 
expect in this hilarious picture. 
AJP10546  1000 pieces £12.99 
AJP10545  500 pieces £9.99

Ambler - Barking Mad  £12.99
This dog show has gone a little wild and wacky!   
AJP10467  1000 pieces

Ambler - New Years Eve Ball  £12.99
The masquerade ball is in full swing but it’s not a 
sophisticated affair… AJP10561  1000 pieces

Ambler - Back Garden – from £9.99
Granny isn’t impressed by the neighbours’ 
shenanigans…  
AJP10490  1000 pieces £12.99 
AJP10491 500 pieces £9.99

Chaos...
These Puzzles are exactly as described - 
Chaos! Created by Ricardo Galvao.

Ambler
Spot the Characters in these Crazy Scenes. 
Illustrations by Michael Durkan.
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Exclusives – Chaos & Ambler



Sheep In Shade  £12.99
A herd of sheep enjoy the shade from the luscious 
green trees on a summers day.  
GEH10406  1000 pieces

Jolie Vache  £12.99
A happy French cow grazes on the gorgeous 
green pastures. GEH10402  1000 pieces

Gill Erskine-Hill Gill Erskine-Hill is a Devon based artist who 
has been painting for over 30 years and 
takes inspiration from the landscape and 
local wildlife.

Gamekeeper’s Cottage  £12.99
A challenging puzzle of a quaint cottage in the snow 
covered countryside in Devon. GEH10399  1000 pieces

Buy both Sheep in Shade 
and Jolie Vache & get one 

HALF PRICE
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Exclusives – Gill Erskine Hill



P*ssed as a Newt – from £9.99
Mr Newt has had a few too many drinks whilst 
enjoying the sunshine…  
AJP10536  1000 pieces £12.99 
AJP10535  500 pieces £9.99

High as a Kite – from £9.99
Mr Eagle may have a sore head in the morning, 
and not just from crashing in to the trees… 
AJP10542  1000 pieces £12.99 
AJP10541  500 pieces £9.99

Blind as a Bat – from £9.99
Someones a little ‘bat’tered and has decided to 
take a nap in the snow!  
AJP10540  1000 pieces £12.99 
AJP10539  500 pieces £9.99

Drunk as a Skunk – from £9.99
Champagne on ice and a cocktail in paw! This 
skunk is having a wild party in the forest…  
AJP10538  1000 pieces £12.99 
AJP10537  500 pieces £9.99

Mike Jupp’s 
Party Animals

Party Animals Puzzle Bundle  

BUY ALL 4 and  
GET ONE FREE 

go to  
alljigsawpuzzles.co.uk/partyanimals  

to claim your offer

Spend over £25 and get Mike 
Jupp’s The Christmas Scramble 

HALF PRICE
see page 32 for details
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Exclusives – Mike Jupp Party Animals



Merry Christmas 
Personalised Jigsaw 
Puzzle  £29.99
Spread the festive cheer with 
this personalised Christmas 
Jigsaw Puzzle. Choose where 
you would like your map to 
be located, perhaps where 
you used to spend Christmas 
growing up or a new home. 
Includes special Christmas-
shaped whimsies. A special and 
unique gift this Christmas time.  
LA4CD  400 pieces

Selfie Photo Jigsaw 
Coasters (Set of 4)  
£19.99
Let us turn your favourite selfie 
or photo into a peronalised set 
of jigsaw coasters! A wonderful 
gift or a great accessory for the 
home. Plus, these fun coasters 
fit together as a Jigsaw Puzzle 
placemat! Very high quality and 
handmade too, these jigsaw 
puzzle coasters arrive in a 
specially presented box to make 
a perfectly unique present.  
AJP-COAST  4 pieces

Personalised Map Jigsaw 
Coasters (Set of 4)  
£19.99
Printed with our state-of-the-
art mapping technology, these 
personalised set of 4 coasters 
can be put together to form a 
larger, single placemat. These 
decorative coasters make an 
entertaining conversation 
starter as people search for 
landmarks and recognise their 
own homes. Jigsaw fans will 
love them!  
COLR  4 pieces

Delivery note - Because our personalised jigsaws 
are lovingly handmade, please allow up to 7 
working days to receive your order.

Not sure which puzzle to buy someone? 
Why not get them an All Jigsaw Puzzles gift 
voucher? You can buy in denominations of £10, 
£25, £50 and £100. We will e-mail the gift voucher 
to you once purchased, which means if you need 
to buy in a hurry it will be in your inbox straight 
away to print out or send to your recipient.

Get Christmas wrapped up!  £4.95
For our personalised jigsaw puzzles, you can 
choose to have it gift wrapped to save you the 
hassle this Christmas. You can also add a card 
for an extra personal touch.  WRAP1R1

Personalised Jigsaws

Please go to alljigsawpuzzles.co.uk  
to create your map jigsaw

Available  
online only
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Personalised Photo & Map Jigsaws



Personalised 1000 Piece 
Photo Jigsaw  £29.99
A gorgeous gift for someone 
special. Choose a photo personal 
to you or someone you love and 
have it turned in to a Jigsaw 
Puzzle. A lovely way to keep 
a special memory. Available 
in portrait and landscape and 
various sizes. Also available 
in 500, 400 and 200 pieces. 
Prices vary based on pieces. 
AJP1000PB  1000 pieces

Customised Map Jigsaw 
Puzzle  £29.99
Home is where the heart is, so 
why not put a place you love at 
the heart of a jigsaw map? Your 
map jigsaw will be completely 
unique with a distinctive house-
shaped centre piece based on 
the special address in your life. 
A wonderful gift for a loved one 
or to have in the home. Available 
in 400 or 255 pieces.  
LA4  400 pieces

My Photo Memories 180 
Piece Wooden Puzzles  
£19.99
Choose a photograph you 
love and put it on a beautiful, 
handmade wooden Jigsaw 
Puzzle. The Jigsaw Puzzle 
arrives in a gorgeous 
presentation box and gift 
wrapped. This puzzle also 
includes three whimiscal shapes 
and a guide print that you can 
frame. JW1B2  180 pieces

Personalised Heart Shaped 
Map Jigsaw Puzzle  £24.99
For memories that last a life time, 
why not keep them in your own 
special Jigsaw Puzzle. The unique 
heart shape of this Jigsaw Puzzle 
is a perfect gift for someone you 
love. Choose your own photo to 
print on to the puzzle and leave 
the rest to us! We handmake every 
puzzle with care and place it in to 
a personalised presentation box. 
AJP212H  212 pieces

Please go to alljigsawpuzzles.co.uk  
to create your personalised jigsaw

Best Seller
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20th Birthday Parade  
£12.99
Can you work out what the 
Vicar is so shocked about? The 
20th Birthday Parade Wasgij 
includes a FREE 1000 piece 
Jigsaw Puzzle too!  
19151  2 x 1000 pieces

Barbers and Beehives  £12.99
Puzzle the past! Use your imagination to work out 
what this crazy hair salon looked liked 50 years 
ago… 19147  1000 pieces

Sunday Drivers  £12.99
Oh dear, looks like there’s a Sunday driver about 
and something’s amiss in this quiet village! Can 
you work out what it is?  J19146  1000 pieces

Mystery - The Wasgij Express  £12.99
Figure out what happened next, as the Wasgij 
Express speeds towards a helpless secret agent 
and his assistant who are tied to the rails. Oh the 
suspense! J19145  1000 pieces

Football Fever  £18.99
Comes with a FREE wasgij football wall chart! 
Figure out what is happening in this chaotic 
football scene! 17408  2 x 1000 pieces

FREE puzzle included

See our 
festive 
Wasgij’s on 
page 6
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Wasgij



The Unusual Suspects!  £12.99
The Crown Jewels have been stolen and the 
guards have gone into panic mode… but what 
happens next? J19127  1000 pieces

The Best Days of Our Lives!  £12.99
We all remember our crazy school days… can you 
piece together the future of these miscreants? 
J19144  1000 pieces

Old Time Rockers!  £12.99
Puzzle the future of this glam rock band! What could 
they be up to these days… J19125  1000 pieces

The Celebrity Chief Chef  £12.99
It looks like the Health and Safety manager has 
spotted something serious at the new series of 
Celebrity Chief Chef… what could it be?  
19150  1000 pieces

The Bake Off  £12.99
Rules include ‘no soggy bottoms’ and ‘no having 
your cake and eating it’! A hilarious design, but 
can you piece together what the judge sees? 
J19113  1000 pieces

Shopping Shake Up  £12.99
Imagine you are the little girl in the flowery top 
buying sweets. How will everyone be going about 
their weekly shop when she’s all grown up, and 
will she still have that sweet tooth in years to 
come? J19109  1000 pieces
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Colin Thompson - Crazy Laboratory  £24.99
This Crazy Professor has got himself in a little 
bit of a pickle! This detailed laboratory is a real 
challenge to puzzle together and very funny too! 
16642  2000 pieces

Olympic Stadium  £10.99
The Olympic games has gone rather off course in 
this hilarious 1000 piece puzzle. 05133  1000 pieces

Office Christmas Party  £12.99
While one poor employee continues to work, 
the rest of the team let loose in this comical 
Christmas Party scene. 19769  1000 pieces

Victorian Seaside – Ambler 2017  £12.99
Can you spot the unusual characters in this 
Victorian seaside scene? AJP10487  1000 pieces

I love Autumn  £13.95 
A very popular design from Mike Jupp that is part 
of his ‘I Love…’ range. This puzzle is full of fun and 
amazing autumnal colours! G7084  1000 pieces

NEW
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Comical



No 18: Fantasy Golf   £12.99
It’s Golfing gone mad and Mr Duck is not happy 
that the golfers have invaded his pond…  
19770  1000 pieces

No 4: At The Vets  £12.99
The image on the box is the scenario the vet 
imagined his practice to be like… the puzzle itself 
is a completely different story! 19349  1000 pieces

No 15: Christmas Day  £12.99
Christmas day often doesn’t go as planned! On the 
box is the perfect Christmas, inside is a different 
story entirely… 19657  1000 pieces

No 10: The Birthday  £12.99
Poor old Derek is looking forward to a celebratory 
dinner with his family, but what really happens isn’t 
quite what he dreamed of…  19434  1000 pieces

Use your imagination to piece together 
these clever and funny What If? Jigsaw 
Puzzles... The puzzle is not what 
appears on the box! 

NEW
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What if?



The Farm Visit   £12.99
There is a lot going on in this farm yard 
scene, as people flock to see the animals and 
machinery. A great example of organised chaos!  
19063  1000 pieces

St. Nicholas Parade  £12.99
A crowd gathers for the St Nicholas parade, but it 
appears they have dispersed in panic as the ship 
heads straight for them on a giant wave!  
19055  1000 pieces

Kings Day  £12.99
A street in the Netherlands is jam packed with 
revellers enjoying the Kings Day celebrations in 
this hilarious puzzle.  19054  1000 pieces

The Dog Show  £16.99
Not your typical dog show! This puzzle will certainly 
make you laugh and also make you wonder what on 
earth is going on! 13035  1500 pieces

Holiday Fair  £12.99
This hectic holiday exhibition is heaving with 
holiday-makers, who are sampling various vacation 
ideas before deciding where to book. 
19051 1000 pieces

Jan Van 
Haasteren

NEW

NEW

Jan Van Haasteren is a firm favourite 
with puzzle fans. His hilarious and clever 
designs all feature and unusual trademark 
– a shark fin! Can you spot it?
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Jan Van Haasteren



Christmas Gifts 2x1000  £19.99
Includes the hilarious ‘Christmas Tree Market’ 
and ‘Christmas Dinner’. Inside this puzzle set 
is a FREE ‘search book’, with exciting Jan van 
Haasteren puzzle images where you can search 
for the ‘signature’ characters and objects. 
19061  2 x 1000 pieces

The Winter Fair  £12.99
Bursting with colour, this hilarious puzzle depicts the 
chaotic scenes at a Christmas fair… 17453  1000 pieces

New Year’s Dip  £18.99
A brilliantly funny image of a New Years tradition! 
It seems these dippers have got in the way of an 
important race too! 19040  2000 pieces

Winter Fun - Free Scarf!  £18.99
Not only do you get 2 amazingly funny JVH 
puzzles in 1, but you also get a FREE scarf - what 
a great gift! Includes the ‘City Ice Tour’ and ‘New 
Year’s Dip’. J19035  2 x 1000 pieces

Food Frenzy - Free 
Oven Glove!  £16.99
Hilarious scenes of over 
indulgence and a bake off 
disaster in ‘Clash of the 
Bakers’ and Seafood Supper’. 
Get a FREE oven glove too!  
19003  2 x 1000 pieces

NEW
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The Fantasy Bookshop  £12.99
A jam packed library scene perfect for book lovers 
and bibliophiles. 19799  1000 pieces

Day At The Country Show  £12.99
Stunning show horses pull wagons around the ring 
as steam engines work away in the background 
19767  1000 pieces

Classic Car Show  £11.99
A quintessentially British scene of a classic car 
show, painted by Steve Crisp. The red arrows 
swoop past as revellers enjoy the array of vintage 
cars on display. 11112  1000 pieces

Mevagissey Harbour – from £12.99
Shortlisted for the 2014 Artist of the Year prize, 
Roger Turner’s painting of Mevagissey Harbour 
portrays the beautiful Cornish fishing village.   
G6220  1000 pieces £13.95 
G3525  500 XL pieces £12.99
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Nostalgia



Feline Frenzy  £13.95
Mayhem quietly unfolds as these cute kittens can’t 
keep their paws off the afternoon tea.  
G6219  1000 pieces

Edinburgh Vennel Street  £12.99
Edinburgh Castle watches over as people enjoy a 
walk down the steps of the Vennel. Full of detail 
and vivid colours. G6226  1000 pieces

Teddy Bears & Tricycles  £12.99
A great depiction of how we have all felt when we 
were young, staring in to the shop window at the 
toy we really wanted… G6225  1000 pieces

Winter about Town  £20.99
A stunning winter themed collection from 
Gibsons. These winter warming puzzles are full of 
delightfully festive scenes painted by Kevin Walsh. 
A fantastic Christmas gift for any puzzle lover. 
G5043  4 x 500 pieces

Keep on Dancing  £13.95
If Strictly Come Dancing was aired in the 
1950’s, it may look something like this! 
Gorgeous golden tones and colourful frocks 
makes this puzzle so enjoyable to piece 
together. G6209  1000 pieces
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A Woodland Trail  £11.99
A stunning forest scene featuring a number of 
woodland wildlife. The animals are enjoying the 
glorious weather and there’s a beautiful selection 
of flowers in bloom. 11155  1000 pieces

Wild Animals  £11.99
This bright, colourful and very busy illustration shows 
creatures from land, sea and air. 5481  1000 pieces

Garden Birds  £9.99
A colourful collection of beautiful birds found in 
gardens across America. 14223  500 pieces

The Secret Garden  £13.99
You can almost smell the gorgeous flowers in 
this colourful meadow scene. 
G6183  1000 pieces
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Animals



RSPCA Two’s Company  £9.99
This adorable jigsaw puzzle picture shows a 
pair of cuddly kittens who were rescued by the 
RSPCA.  G3425  500 pieces

Christmas Dogs  £13.99
Can you name all the dog breeds in the cute 
Christmas puzzle? EG60000939  1000 pieces

Christmas Cats  £13.99
A purrfect Christmas present for cat lovers! 
EG60000940  1000 pieces

Puppy Playtime  £11.99
They may be up to mischief but they’re adorable 
enough to get away with it!  17246  1000 pieces

Festive Labs  £13.99
A warming Christmas scene of an adorable 
labrador and her pups enjoying the warmth of the 
log fire. EG60000974  1000 pieces

Puppies on the Stairs  £9.99
A very cute puzzle perfect for puppy fans!  
05533  500 pieces

Go online to find more Animal Jigsaw Puzzles
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Animals



Sunset on Snowflake Lake  
by Thomas Kinkade  £13.99
An idyllic winter scene, where ice skaters 
enjoy the frozen lake and snow gently coats 
the surrounding village as the sun goes down.  
G6181  1000 pieces

Life in the Slow Lane  £13.99
On a beautiful summer’s day, the embankment by 
the canal is a popular spot for a picnic lunch. Full 
of colour and intricate detail.  G6150  1000 pieces

An Evening in Paris  £12.99
The detail in this puzzle will make you feel like 
you’re enjoying a fabulous weekend trip in Paris, 
looking over the resturant balcony at the Eiffel 
Tower. Tres bon! G6141  1000 pieces

Seaside Haven by Thomas Kinkade £15.50 
Waves crash against the rugged coastline in a 
beautiful seaside village. Full of fantastic detail 
and colour. G6211  1000 pieces

Christmas Eve in London  £13.99
Christmas lights cover london bridge on a crisp 
winter’s eve. A light dusting of snow has gently 
covered the ground and people are heading home 
for the festivities.  
EG60000916 1000 pieces
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Scenic...



Bicycles in Amsterdam  £12.99
A wonderful gift for anyone who has visited or would 
like to visit the romantic city of Amsterdam. This 
amazing image depicts everything that is so special 
about the well-loved city. 19606  1000 pieces

Winter Hedgerow  £7.99
The wildlife snuggle in after the crisp snow has 
settled in this country cottage scene.  
J11094  500 pieces

Winter Garden  £11.99
A stunning array of winter flowers, berries, 
wildlife, and gardening tools in a cosy cottage 
garden. 11130  1000 pieces

Home for the Holidays  £13.99
The family wait at the front door as a horse and 
cart arrives. There’s no better feeling than arriving 
home for the holidays. EG60000428  1000 pieces

Neuschwanstein Castle - from £9.99 
Piece together the magical 
Neuschwanstein Castle, surrounded by 
gorgeous green trees on the hillside.                                                             
AJP10516  1000 pieces £12.99                   
AJP10515  500 pieces £9.99
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Scenic...



Lovelight cottage by Thomas 
Kinkade  £13.99
You can almost feel the warmth from the 
glowing log fire within this gorgeous country 
cottage. G6180  1000 pieces

Cottage Canal  £7.99
A colourful canal boat settled beside these charming 
cottages in the countryside. 5364  1000 pieces

Swan Cottage  £7.99
A tranquil scene that is very relaxing to piece 
together. The swans enjoy the weather whilst 
floating on the peaceful river below the rose bush. 
11014  500 pieces

The Whitesmith’s Cottage  £11.99
Pretty flowers weave around a homely thatched 
cottage nestled in a quiet and secluded village.  
J11075  1000 pieces

Snowdrop Cottage  £12.99
A light snow has fallen over Snowdrop Cottage 
just before spring arrives. This looks like the ideal 
place to spend a chilly winter day.  
19768  1000 pieces

This selection of cosy cottages makes 
for perfect puzzling for this time of 
year. A firm favourite among puzzle 
fans, these cosy cottages are full of 
character and warmth.
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Cosy Cottages



Cats in a Cottage Garden – from £9.99
A vibrant puzzle of cats enjoying the sunshine in this 
charming cottage garden.  
AJP10565  1000 pieces £12.99 
AJP10564  500 pieces £9.99

Dogs in a Cottage Garden – from £9.99
These labradors are enjoying the summer breeze on 
a picnic blanket outside their country cottage home.  
AJP10569   1000 pieces £12.99 
AJP10568  500 pieces £9.99

Thatched Cottage Garden – from £9.99
Look through the red apple tree and you will find 
a gorgeous thatched cottage nestled within an 
abundance of colourful flowers.  
AJP10586  1000 pieces £12.99 
AJP10585  500 pieces £9.99

Rainbow Cottage Garden – from £9.99
A charming rainbow stands over a cosy cottage, 
in front of a dreamy pink and purple sky. 
AJP10567  1000 pieces £12.99 
AJP10566  500 pieces £9.99

Buy Thatched Cottage Garden and 
Rainbow Cottage Garden and 

GET ONE HALF PRICE
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Colourful Cottage Gardens
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puzzles.co.uk

Spend over £25 and get The Christmas Scramble  
by Mike Jupp HALF PRICE
AJP10544  1000 pieces £12.99 £6.49    AJP10543  500 pieces £9.99 £4.99  
Time Limited Offer. Ends 10th November 2017. 

Take a look 
inside for more 
offers across 
great jigsaw 
puzzles... 


